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1
A Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Garlic
Mouth Vase
Transitional Period
Of bottle form, the subtly lobed body decorated
in underglaze blue to show alternating panels of
scholars and clusters of flowers. Height 11 1/2
inches.
C
$3,000-5,000

2
A Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Vase
Kangxi Period
Delicately potted and decorated with scene of
scholars playing go below a spreading pine; the
glaze with subtle craquelure. Height 8 inches.
C
$2,000-4,000

3
A Pair of Chinese Blue and White Porcelain
Jugs
Early Qing Dynasty
With lobed bodies and strap handles; Together
with a Pair of Blue and White Porcelain
Plates,decorated to show antiques. Height of jug
9 inches.
C
$700-1,000
4
A Chinese Blue and White Porcelain DragonHandled Ewer
Early 18th century
The flattened and lobed round body decorated
with circular floral medallions and the handle
molded as a sinuous blue qilong; the porcelain
cover partially clad in pewter and attached by a
hinge. Height 11 1/4 inches.
C
$1,500-2,000

5
A Rare Pair of Chinese Blue and White
Porcelain "Deshima Island" Plates
Kangxi Period
Decorated in underglaze blue to show a scene of
the Dutch trading island of Deshima; all within a
wave band at slightly scalloped rim. Diameter 8
inches.
C
$2,000-3,000

6
A Pair of Chinese Blue and White Porcelain
"Hunt" Dishes
Chenghua Marks, Kangxi Period
Decorated with scenes of hunters on horseback
shooting at running deer; molded with scalloped
edges and decorated on reverse edge with
tulips. Diameter 7 1/2 inches.
C
$1,500-2,500

7
An Unusual Chinese Export Armorial
Porcelain Charger
Mid 18th century
The center with scrolling monogram, the border
decorated with figures and clasped hands under
a coronet. Diameter 14 inches.
C Estate of Nancy Hoguet Tilghman
$400-600
8
A Pair of Chinese Blue and White Porcelain
Molded Dishes
18th Century
Molded to interior with a floral texture. Diameter
8 3/4 inches.
C
$1,000-1,500
9
A Chinese Grisaille Decorated Porcelain Plate
Circa 1750
Decorated with elaborate black and parcel gilt
design at rim encircling a scene of a young
seamstress at work with view of ships through a
window. Diameter 9 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000
10
A Chinese Grisaille Decorated European
Subject Porcelain Cup and Saucer
Circa 1750
Decorated to show an assemblage of weavers
around a spinning wheel in an outdoor setting.
Diameter of saucer 4 3/4 inches.
C
$1,000-1,500
11
A Pair of Chinese Export Wucai Decorated
Porcelain Plates
First half 18th century
Decorated to show a deer and a crane among
the "three friends of winter", the pine, bamboo
and plum. Diameter 8 3/4 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000
12
A Rare Chinese Grisaille Decorated European
Style 'Christ and Disciples' Plate
Circa 1745
Decorated to show a figure representing Christ
discovering his sleeping apostles in a garden.
Diameter 9 1/2 inches.
C
$1,500-2,000
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13
A Chinese Imari-Palette Porcelain Charger
Early 18th century
Decorated with stylized central chrysanthemum
surrounded by flowers and two lingzhi-form
panels showing houses among flowers.
Diameter 12 inches.
C
$1,000-1,500
14
A Chinese Export Porcelain Model of a
Pekingese
18th Century
The recumbent dog with comical expression
decorated with brown spots. Length 6 inches.
C
$1,500-2,000
15
An Exceptional Chinese Porcelain Charger
Circa 1725
Influenced by the Japanese style and decorated
in underglaze blue, gilt and rose enamels to
show blooming flowers. Diameter 15 1/4 inches.
C
$4,000-6,000

16
A Pair of Chinese Export Enameled Porcelain
Plates
Late 18th century
Decorated in rose enamels to show flowering
plants. Diameter 9 3/4 inches.
C
$800-1,200
17
A Rare Chinese Octagonal Porcelain
"Marine" Plate
Early 18th century
Decorated to show a hermit crab and smaller
marine creatures among seaweed with lotus
blosoms floating at surface. Diameter 8 1/2
inches.
C
$1,000-1,500
18
A Chinese Armorial Blue and White Porcelain
Charger for the Dutch Market
Circa 1750
Decorated to center with arms of Graven and
Gronhard and with two tightly-patterned
decorative bands. Diameter 13 3/4 inches.
C
$4,000-6,000
19
A Rare Chinese Enameled European-Subject
Porcelain Coffee Pot
Circa 1760
Of large proportion with molded ruyi-head thumb
rest on loop handle; enameled with scene of
European figures after a drawing "Le Printemps"
by Nicolas Lancret. Height 8 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000

20
A Pair of Chinese Porcelain Armorial ImariPalette Plates
Circa 1715
Displaying the arms of Walker within a circular
panel to center and decorated to rim with leafy
scrolls and four small reserves showing the
rising sun. Diameter 10 inches.
C
$4,000-6,000
21
A Chinese Porcelain Cup and Saucer Made
for the Italian Market
Circa 1775
Of typical diminutive form and decorated to show
a head in profile wearing a laurel crown within a
gilt-painted scrolling frame surmounted by a
crown. Diameter 4 3/4 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000
22
An Exceptionally Rare Chinese Porcelain
Model of a Mother and Child
18th Century
Modeled as a young European mother with
brown curly hair, dressed in a flowing, highcollared dress and holding a flower basket and
her young child. Height 11 inches.
C
$7,000-9,000

23
A Finely Enameled European Subject
Chinese Porcelain Box and Cover
18th Century
The domed box with floral decoration painted to
cover with a scene of a noblewoman in a state of
undress and wearing a corset being attended by
a handmaiden. Diameter 3 1/4 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000
24
Chinese Export Porcelain Bowl
18th Century
Of octagonal form; decorated with figures in a
boat floating through an idyllic lakescape.
Diameter 14 1/2 inches.
C Estate of Nancy Hoguet Tilghman
$400-600
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25
A Chinese Porcelain Scalloped Serving Dish
Circa 1775
Of deep oval form and decorated with flowers
and a central scene of water birds. Width 12 1/2
inches.
C
$2,500-3,500

32
A Chinese Crested "Hussar" Porcelain Plate
Late 18th century
Decorated to show a resting soldier near a horse
and wagon. Diameter 9 inches.
C
$1,000-1,500

26
A Rare Chinese Grisaille Decorated Porcelain
'Nativity' Plate
Circa 1750
The black and parcel gilt design depicts the
adoration of the Christ child in the manger.
Diameter 9 inches.
C
$2,500-3,500

33
A Chinese Armorial Porcelain Charger
Circa 1745
Of rounded dish form and decorated to center
with arms of Pigot; with gilt decorative band at
rim and encircling crest. Diameter 13 inches.
C
$2,500-3,500

27
A Chinese Enameled Porcelain 'Hunt' Cup
and Saucer
Circa 1765
Decorated in a European-influenced style to
show Mongol soldiers on horseback hunting a
wild boar. Diameter of saucer 4 3/4 inches.
C
$1,500-2,000

34
A Pair of Chinese Enameled Porcelain Dishes
18th Century
Decorated in rose enamels to show flowers in
vases and to rim with flowers among auspicious
symbols. Diameter 9 inches.
C
$600-800

28
A Chinese European Subject Enameled
Porcelain Plate
Circa 1740
Decorated to show a youth fishing on a river
bank, the rim showing four landscape panels
within a diaper ground. Diameter 9 inches.
C
$1,500-2,000
29
A Rare Chinese Grisaille and Parcel Gilt
Decorated 'Burghley House' Porcelain Plate
18th Century
Decorated to show a young nobleman with
fowling piece and hunting dog; inscribed "Petrus
DeWolff Petr Fil". Diameter 9 inches.
C
$5,000-7,000
30
A Rare Chinese Molded Porcelain Chamber
Stick
Circa 1760
The base of circular form and decorated with
enameled flowers, a band of underglaze blue at
rim and applied white slip in a lattice pattern; the
handle and candle holder molded as a flower
bud and stem. Diameter 5 inches.
C
$2,500-3,500
31
A Large and Fine Chinese Armorial Porcelain
Charger
Circa 1745
Decorated to center with arms of Hanmer
impaling Jennens and to rim with four sepia
panels showing birds and landscapes. Diameter
15 inches.
C
$2,500-3,500

35
A Rare Pair of Chinese Figural Porcelain Joss
Stick Holders
Qianlong Period
The mirrored figures modeled as kneeling,
shirtless men with comically fierce expressions
holding circular trays atop their heads. Height 7
3/4 inches.
C
$4,000-6,000
36
A Pair of Chinese Enameled and Parcel Gilt
Porcelain Plates
First half 18th century
Well decorated to show the Coat of Arms of the
Yonge Family, the design incorporating a griffon
and a boar. Diameter 9 inches.
C
$4,000-6,000
37
Four Chinese Export Porcelain Dishes
Late 18th century
Comprising three floral and one figural decorated
dishes. Diameter of largest 9 inches.
C
$800-1,200
38
A Pair of Chinese Porcelain Armorial Plates
Circa 1745
Decorated with three panels showing European
waterside scenes and to rim with arms of Mills
impaling Webber. Diameter 9 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000
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39
A Fine Chinese Porcelain Leaf-Form Coupe
Qianlong Period
Decorated and molded in the form of a lotus leaf
in which floats a lotus blossom and duck. Width
6 3/4 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000
40
A Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Serving
Dish
Circa 1780
Of deep oval form, decorated in underglaze blue
to show a scene of two figures in an idyllic
Chinese waterside landscape. Width 11 1/2
inches.
C
$1,000-1,500
41
A Fine and Rare Chinese Porcelain Armorial
Plate
Circa 1745
Decorated to center with quatrefoil panel
showing the British Fort George, Madras, India
and with scenes drawn from "The Altar of Love"
and the arms and motto of the Napier family to
rim. Diameter 9 1/4 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000
42
A Rare and Finely-Enameled Chinese Export
Porcelain Lidded Jar
Circa 1730
Of cylindrical form tapering near rim and with
domed cover with circular opening; finely
decorated to show two circular panels with
Chinese women in a garden between floral
scrolls, medallions, and intricate diaper-ground
bands. Height 4 1/4 inches.
C
$4,000-6,000
43
An Unusual Pair of Chinese Porcelain Oval
Serving Dishes
Circa 1810
The small platters decorated to centers with
round sepia panels showing a scene near a
riverbank. Width 12 inches.
C
$1,500-2,000
44
Pair of Chinese Famille Rose Enameled
Porcelain Cache Pots
18th-19th Century
With two handles molded to sides and raised on
a short, splayed foot; decorated with images of
flower baskets.Height 6 inches.
C A Park Avenue Apartment Decorated by Hélio
Fraga
$800-1,200

45
A Chinese Export Porcelain Tureen and
Stand
Early 19th century
The twin-handled floral decorated tureen
surmounted by gilt painted floral knop; Together
with Two Matching Plates, decorated with
figural scenes. Diameter of underplate 14 3/4
inches.
C Estate of Loucel G. Lipman
$500-700
46
A Pair of Chinese Export Famille Rose
Porcelain Plates
Mid 18th century
Each of octagonal form, depicting figures on a
skiff, the rim with a floral band. Diameter 8 1/2
inches; Together with a Chinese Export
Mandarin Palette Demitasse Cup.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$600-900
47
A Chinese Export Porcelain Famille Rose
Charger and Two Dishes en Suite
Late 18th century
Each decorated to center with a flower basket,
the rim with precious objects. Diameter of largest
15 1/2 inches, diameter of smaller 8 3/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$1,000-1,500
48
Three Chinese Export Enameled Porcelain
Plates
18th-early 19th century
Comprising a petal-rimmed plate and two round
plates. Diameter of largest 9 1/4 inches
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$400-600
49
A Chinese Export Porcelain Covered Soup
Tureen and Stand
Early 19th century
The tureen and cover painted with oval reserves
with groups of figures, the platter similarly
decorated, with apricot bands and borders
decorated in brown and gilding. Length of platter
14 3/8 inches.
Provenance:
Sotheby's, sale no. 5282
Ets M. Vandermeersch, Paris
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$1,000-1,500
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50
A Chinese Export Blue and White Porcelain
Spouted and Handled Bowl
Early Qing Dynasty
Decorated with a Chinese landscape in
underglaze blue; Together with a Blue and
White Reticulated Bowl and Three Other
Bowls. Diameter of largest 6 7/8 inches
Provenance (first):
Christie's, Amsterdam, The Nanking Cargo
Chinese Export Porcelain and Gold, April 28,
1986, lot 403
Provenance (second):
Christie's, Amsterdam, The Hatcher Collection,
Jun. 12-13, 1984, possibly lot 80
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$500-700
51
A Pair of Chinese Blue and White Porcelain
Cups
Early Qing Dynasty
Each of tapering form, with applied copper red
enamel, decorated with scenes of boys at play.
Height approximately 3 1/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$400-600
52
Eight Chinese Export Blue and White Plates
18th Century
Decorated with figures in a garden among huge
peony blossoms. Diameter 9 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$400-500

53
A Chinese Enameled Porcelain Vase
Yongzheng mark, Qing Dynasty
Of globular form, painted with peonies, cranes
and a phoenix. Height 8 1/2 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$400-600

54
A Chinese Export Porcelain Rockefeller
Pattern Coffee Can and Saucer
Jiaqing Period
With parcel gilt decoration and courtly Chinese
figures. Diameter of saucer 5 3/4 inches;
Together with a Chinese Export Porcelain
Teacup and Saucer. Painted with deer and
crabs, the saucer with a wide border of western
figures, livestock, etc. Diameter 6 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$400-600

55
A Chinese Export Porcelain Coffee Cup and
Saucer
18th Century
Decorated with two monograms, from a wedding
service; together with a porcelain lotus-form cup
and saucer painted with figures and goats.
Diameter of saucer 5 1/2 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$400-600
56
A Chinese Export Famille Rose Porcelain
Charger
18th Century
Decorated with sheep and flowering peonies.
Diameter 14 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$1,500-2,000
57
A Chinese Export Porcelain Dish
Mid 18th century
Of octagonal form, depicting a water buffalo.
Diameter 8 3/8 inches.
Provenance:
Matthew and Elizabeth Sharpe
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$600-900
58
A Chinese Doucai Porcelain Bowl
Early 18th century
Decorated in underglaze blue and enameled to
show boys in a garden. Diameter 6 1/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$600-800
59
A Chinese Export Blue and White Porcelain
Tulip Vase
18th Century
The tapering neck surmounted by a lotus-pod
mount, above a five-chambered lobed body
decorated with scenes of children at play. Height
10 1/4 inches; Together with a Chinese SilverHandled Blue and White Porcelain Dish.
Diameter 6 1/4 inches; And a Chinese Export
Blue and White Porcelain Fitzhugh Pattern
Two-Handled Cup and Associated Cover.
Provenance (second):
Sotheby's, sale no. 5281, January 30, 1985, lot
18
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$600-800
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60
A Chinese Export Porcelain Teapot and Four
Cups
Late 18th century
The cylindrical teapot with interlaced strap
handle sparsely decorated with flowers. Height 5
inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$200-300
61
A Chinese Export Porcelain Covered Serving
Dish
Late 18th century
Of rectangular form with canted corners;
decorated in iron red and gilt. Width 9 3/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$200-300
62
A Chinese Enameled Porcelain Bowl
18th Century
Of lobed form and decorated with rose enamel
flowers. Diameter 9 1/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$200-300
63
A Group of Chinese Export Blue and White
Porcelain Articles
Qing Dynasty, early 19th century
Comprising a helmet-form pitcher; a flask-form
tea caddy; two coffee cans, and a teapot and
stand. Height of tallest 5 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$800-1,200
64
A Chinese Export Famille Rose Porcelain
Crested Plate
Early 19th century
Decorated with classical Chinese figures in a
garden, painted with the crest of the Waterhouse
and the motto VERITAS VINCIT OMNIA.
Diameter 9 7/8 inches; Together with a
Chinese Export Famille Rose Porcelain Bowl
and Saucer Dish. Each inscribed OPTIMAS
EST QUI MINI MIS ERGITUR.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$800-1,200

65
A Group of Chinese Export Famille Rose
Porcelain Articles
Mid 19th century
Comprising an assembled pair of plates, each
painted with figures within a border of flowers,
fruits and birds, diameter 9 1/2 inches; a bowl,
with a flared and scalloped rim, diameter 6 7/8
inches; covered jar; and a plate, finely painted in
the center with figures in an elegant boat within a
wide border of figures and flowers, with a gilt rim,
diameter 9 3/4 inches; together with a handled
mug.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$1,000-1,500
66
A Chinese Blue and White Porcelain
Hawthorne Trumpet Vase
Late Qing Dynasty
Decorated with flowering prunus branches.
Height 23 1/2 inches, diameter 9 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$600-800

67
A Chinese Enameled Porcelain Document
Box
19th Century
Of rectangular form, with a shaped crest and
decorated with cranes. Height 7 3/4 inches,
width 13 inches, depth 13 1/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$1,000-1,500
68
A Chinese Porcelain Figure of a Woman with
a Basket
19th Century
The white glazed standing figure in a simple
gown, with darker glaze highlights. Height 10
inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$200-400
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69
A Chinese Export Porcelain Serving Platter
First quarter 19th century
Of oval form and decorated to center with scene
of courtly youths in classical attire and to rim with
dragons in iron red.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$250-350

74
A Chinese Rose Enameled 'Sacred Bird and
Butterfly' Mazarine
First half 19th century
Of oval form; well decorated with clusters of
blossoms and brightly-colored butterfles. Width
15 3/4 inches.
C
$1,500-2,000

70
A Chinese Enameled Porcelain Phoenix-Tail
Vase
19th Century
Of baluster form with a large trumpet neck;
vividly enameled with flowers and auspicious
objects. Height 18 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$400-600

75
Two Chinese Porcelain Rose Canton
'Peacock' Plates
Mid 19th century
The plates decorated to centers with peacocks
displaying outstretched wings and fanned tail
feathers; the rims decorated with precious
objects among flowers. Diameter 9 1/2 inches.
C
$2,000-3,000

71
A Chinese Enameled Square-Form Vase
19th Century
Of tapering, twin-handled form; well decorated to
show fantastic creatures of the land, sea and air.
Height 12 3/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$300-500

72
An Assembled Pair of Chinese Enameled and
Parcel Gilt Dishes
Early 19th century
Of deep form and with slightly cupped rims;
decorated with figural scenes upon vases among
flowers, insects and other precious objects.
Diameter 9 3/4 inches.
C
$600-800
73
A Pair of Chinese Rose Mandarin Porcelain
Bottle Vases
19th Century
Each of mallet form, with molded masks and
rings at the shoulder. Height 13 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$1,000-1,500

76
A Pair of Chinese Rose Mandarin Porcelain
Vases
19th Century
Each of ovoid form, with a wide petal rim and
molded qilong to the neck and shoulder. Height
16 1/2 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$1,500-2,000

77
A Pair of Fine Chinese Rose Mandarin Plates
First half 19th century
Decorated to centers with figural scenes of
courtly youths and to rims with auspicious and
precious objects. Diameter 10 inches.
C
$1,000-1,500
78
A Pair of Chinese Rose Mandarin Porcelain
Twin-Handled Vases
19th Century
Each of tapering square form, with a hexagonal
neck and foot; Together with a Pair of Chinese
Rose Medallion Porcelain Vases, with ovoid
bodies. Height of first pair 12 1/2 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$1,500-2,000
79
A Pair of Chinese Export Porcelain Cockerels
19th Century
The mirrored pair of green roosters decorated
with colorful tailfeathers and red combs. Height
12 inches.
C Estate of Herbert Kasper
$300-500

80
A Pair of Chinese Export Porcelain Dogs
19th Century
The mirrored dogs with long ears both bear
pleasant expressions and wear double-gourd
shaped bells around their necks. Height 8
inches.
C
$1,500-2,000
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81
A Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Baluster
Vase and Cover
19th Century
Decorated to body with twin dragons among
blossoms; the domed cover surmounted by a
molded fu lion knop. Height 18 inches.
C
$300-500

82
Assembled Chinese Export Porcelain Dinner
Service
19th Century
Primarily in the sacred bird and butterfly pattern
in orange. Comprising nine dinner plates,
diameter 10 1/4 inches ; thirty-three plates,
diameter 9 3/4 inches; forty plates, diameter of
largest 9 inches; two reticulated dishes, diameter
8 inches ; seven covered tureens, length of
largest 10 1/4 inches; pair of platters, length 14
1/2 inches; saucer; and two demi tasse cups.
C
$3,000-4,000
83
A Group of Chinese Rose Medallion
Porcelain Articles
19th/20th Century
Comprising five pairs of vases, a cylindrical
vase, a pair of tea bowls and saucers, and a
pitcher.Height of largest 14 1/2 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$2,000-3,000
84
A Group of Chinese Rose Mandarin and Rose
Medallion Porcelain Articles
19th-20th Century
Comprising a good pair of ovoid vases with
applied qilong, six smaller pairs of vases, two
dishes, a single vase and a modern jardiniere
with underplate. Height of vases 12 1/4 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$2,500-3,500
85
A Group of Chinese Rose Medallion
Porcelain Articles
19th Century
Comprising an associated pair of covered
bauster vases, and seven dishes. Height of taller
vase 12 1/2 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$500-700

86
A Group of Chinese Rose Medallion
Porcelain Articles
19th Century
Comprising eight shaped serving dishes, two
teapots, a cream jug, a covered sugar bowl, a
bowl and two large handled covered bowls.
Length of largest 11 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$1,000-1,500
87
A Group of Chinese Rose Medallion
Porcelain Articles
19th-20th Century
Comprising a large punch bowl, two rectangular
covered boxes, five serving dishes of various
forms, a modern punch bowl and a modern
plate. Diameter of punch bowl 16 inches.
C Estate of a Park Avenue Lady
$1,200-1,500
88
Chinese Rose Medallion Porcelain Ewer and
Basin
19th Century
Height of ewer 13 inches, diameter of basin 16
inches; Together with a Pair of Canton Rose
Medallion Porcelain Vases and a Pair of
Canton Rose Medallion Porcelain
Candlesticks, 20th Century, heights 9 inches.
C
$500-700
89
An Assembled Rose Medallion Porcelain
Partial Tea and Dessert Service
19th Century
Comprising ten quadrilobed dishes, diameter 7
1/4 inches; seven dessert plates; four bread
plates, dessert stand, height 4 inches; two
teapots; two creamers, sugar bowl and spoon;
and ten cups.
C
$400-600
90
A Group of Five Japanese Imari Porcelain
Covered Bowls
Edo/Meiji Period
Including two examples decorated with
Portuguese "foreigners," etc. Diameter of largest
6 1/8 inches; Together with a Japanese Imari
Porcelain Stand.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$500-700
91
A Japanese Imari Porcelain Scalloped Dish
Edo Period
Painted with a weeping bonsai tree on a stand.
Diameter 11 3/4 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$500-700
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92
A Japanese Imari Porcelain Charger
Edo Period
Decorated with figures in a garden, the gilt
painted rim with three oval reserves with ducks.
Diameter 15 7/8 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$600-800

97
An Unusual Chinese Export-Style Porcelain
Plate
Japan, 19th century
Decorated in rose enamels to show two Chinese
women in a garden Diameter 9 3/4 inches.
C
$500-700

93
A Group of Japanese Arita Imari Palette
Porcelain Articles
19th Century
Comprising an octagonal dish, diameter 7 3/4
inches; dish, diameter 9 1/4 inches; footed dish,
painted with three figures outside a pavilion,
diameter 8 1/2 inches; dish, with three figural
medallions, diameter 9 1/2 inches; and a
rectangular dish, length 8 1/8 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$800-1,200

98
A Pair of Japanese Imari Porcelain Bowls
Late 19th century
The deep rounded bowls decorated to centers
with underglaze blue flowers and to sides with
scenes of water fowl. Diameter 8 1/2 inches.
C
$400-600

94
A Group of Japanese Imari and Imari Palette
Porcelain Articles
19th Century
Comprising a pair of covered bowls and a lobed
teapot. Diameter of bowls 4 1/2 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$300-400
95
A Chinese Imari Porcelain Charger
18th Century
Decorated with a profusion of blossoming
flowers. Diameter 13 7/8 inches. Together with
a Japanese Imari Porcelain Barber's Bowl,
19th Century, decorated with a triple-gourd vase
with flowers. Diameter 10 3/4 inches; And a
Japanese Imari Porcelain Bowl, Meiji/Taisho
Period, painted with reserves of phoenixes and
dragons. Diameter 12 inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$300-400
96
A Japanese Kutani Porcelain Enameled and
Gilt Decorated Jar and Cover
19th Century
Decorated with an assemblage of rakkan, the
cover with an oversized knop. Height 10 3/4
inches.
C Estate of Jacqueline Kemp, Owner of Windsor
Antiques, Darien, CT
$200-400

99
A Group of Chinese and Japanese Ceramic
Teapots
19th-20th century
Of various novel forms; Together with a
Chinese Export Armorial Sauce Boat. Height
of largest 6 inches.
•
$200-400
100
Four Japanese Woodblock Prints
19th/20th Century
Comprising an Ukiyo-e print of a 19th century
foreign military officer and wife, and three Ukiyoe prints by Hiroshige and Kunisada. Height of
largest 10 inches, diameter 16 inches.
C
$500-700
101
A Japanese School Painting
Edo-Meiji Period
Ink and color on paper; depicting a still life image
of a flower arrangement and a stack of books.
Height 20 inches, width 16 inches
C
$1,000-1,500

102
A Collection of Japanese Ukiyo-e Prints
19th Century
Comprising a print from Hiroshige's Chushingura
Series, three warriors by Yoshitora, a view of Fuji
after Hokusai and a diptych from The Tales of
Genji by Kunisada. Width of largest 14 3/4
inches.
C The Collection of Steven Schmidt
$800-1,200
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103
Seven Japanese Ukiyo-E Woodblock Prints
19th Century
Comprising six prints depicting samurai engaged
in battle and a single female figural study;
framed and glazed. Sight Height of largest 14
inches.
C Property from a New York Private Collection
$800-1,200

104
Three China Trade Figural Pith Paintings
19th Century
Ink and gouache on rice paper; depicting a
seated mandarin, a courtly lady and an imperial
archer; framed. Sight Height 9 1/2 inches.
C
$400-600

105
Six China Trade Figural Pith Paintings
19th Century
Ink and gouache on rice paper; depicting a
mandarin, a monk, three women in formal attire
and a woman with a drum; all in lacquered
frames. Sight Height 9 1/4 inches.
C
$800-1,200
106
Twenty One Chinese Reverse-Painted Glass
Panels
Late 18th century
Depicting various figural and decorative subjects;
framed. Height of largest 16 3/4 inches
C Property from the Collection of Ambassador
Ivan and Mrs. Nina Selin, Washington, D.C.
$1,000-1,500
107
A Rare Chinese European-Subject Reverse
Glass Painting
18th Century
Decorated to show two European figures in an
interior preparing to enjoy a libation; framed.
Sight height 17 1/2, width 27 inches
C
$2,500-3,500
109
A Rare China Trade Painting of Macau Harbor
First half 19th century
Oil on canvas; showing figures in Western and
Chinese period dress along the Macau
waterfront; with carved period frame.Sight Height
17 inches, width 30 1/2 inches.
Provenance:
By Family Repute Purchased in 1937, New York
City
C
$10,000-15,000

110
An Exceptional Partial Suite of China Trade
Hardwood Furniture
circa 1840
Comprising a sofa with heavily-carved acanthus
cabriole legs terminating in lingzhi-shaped club
feet, a carved apron, scrolled arms and an
elaborate crest carved with grapevines entwining
openwork scrolling lattice; a large armchair with
oval back rest, elaborately carved square-section
arms and legs adorned with acanthus leaves and
a scrolling openwork crest; and six side chairs
with tapering reeded legs terminating in casters;
all upholstered in red leather. Height of sofa 39
inches (99 cm), length 78 inches (198 cm), depth
of seat 29 inches (73.7 cm); height of armchair
46 inches (116.9 cm), width 29 inches (73.7 cm),
depth of seat 21 inches (53.3 cm); height of side
chair 43 inches (109.2 cm), width 20 inches
(50.8 cm), depth 15 inches (38 cm).
Provenance:
Property of an American Family, Acquired in
Shrewsbury, England in 1967, and thence by
descent.
Furniture attributed to a commissioned suite of
furniture made for Captain Robert Bennet Forbes
(1804-1889) of Massachusetts. Forbes' career in
the China merchant trade began at the age of
thirteen. By his 21st year, he was the captain of
his own ship and in the 1830s a stakeholder in
the largest American trading firm in China.
Throughout his long career, Forbes remained
active in the merchant trade and in shipbuilding,
supplying warships to the Union Navy during the
American Civil War. The Forbes House Museum
in Milton, MA is the home Forbes and his brother
Captain John Murray Forbes built for their
mother in 1833. Today, it is open to the public
and houses, among other collections, a gallery of
China Trade art and furniture from the Forbes
family collection. An identical armchair and sofa
of very similar style remain on view in the Forbes
House Museum.
C
$10,000-15,000
111
An Exceptionally Rare and Large China Trade
Painting
Mid 19th century
Oil on canvas; depicting the Qing army
subjugating the citizens of a southern region with
boats in a small congested harbor and rocky hills
in the background; framed Sight height 29 1/2
inches, sight width 43 1/2 inches.
C
$20,000-40,000
112
Three Chinese Scenic Albumen Prints
Early 20th century
Each 10 1/4 x 8 inches
Provenance:
From a California Collection
C
$400-600
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113
Chinese Export Silver Covered Sugar Bowl
Maker's mark HHC, 19th century
The circular lobed body chased with panels of
bamboo and foliage alternating with figural
scenes, with upscroll leaf-capped handles, the
conforming cover with a peacock finial. Length
over handles 8 1/2 inches, approximately 29
ounces.
C
$700-1,000
114
Chinese Export Silver Coffee Pot
Wang Hing
The globular body with cylindrical neck chased
overall with figures and a battle scene, the
hinged cover with branch-form finial, the angular
handle as faux bamboo. Height 8 1/2 inches,
approximately 26 ounces.
C
$800-1,200
115
A Chinese Export Silver Centerpiece Bowl
Wang Hing, late 19th century
The scalloped rim chased with a band of
chrysanthemums and foliage, above panels of
chased flowers, with winged dragon handles and
raised on three dragon feet. Length over handles
14 inches, approximately 59 ounces.
Provenance:
Sotheby's New York, January 20, 1999 lot 258.
C
$8,000-12,000

116
A Chinese Gold Snuff Box
Bao Ying, Canton, circa 1790
Rectangular with canted corners, the base, cover
and sides applied with gold filigree panels
centering flowers, marked on base. Length 3 1/8
inches, approximately 82 dwts.
Chinese gold snuff boxes are rare, and those
worked in filigree and marked are even more so.
While works in silver and silver gilt filigree were
more typical, they were still exclusive, finding
their way into European royal and noble
collections. The State Hermitage Museum in St
Petersburg holds a silver-gilt dresser set that
belonged to Catherine the Great. Other works
were in the collection of Queen Charlotte and the
Prussian Royal family.
Some of the finest filigree pieces are marked or
attributed to Bao Ying, the maker of this gold
box, who worked in Canton in the late 18th/early
19th century. A pair of urns and stands marked
by Boa Ying and was sold Christie's, London,
June 2008, lot 174. The vases feature a variation
on the distinctive quatre-lobed flower as seen on
this box. Most others filigree works that feature
the lobed flower are unmarked. They include five
caskets from the Catherine the Great toilet set
now in the Hermitage, Collection; a silver filigree
casket, sold Christie's New York, 18 May 2011,
lot 171; a pair of vases, sold Drewatts, 26
February, 2014, lot 80; and a pair urns illustrated
in Adrien von Ferscht, Chinese Export Silver
1785-1940, 2105. To date, this box is the only
known example of the group made in gold and
stamped with the Bao Ying mark.
C
$5,000-7,000
117
A Chinese Export Silver Presentation Table
Snuff Box
Khe Cheong, Canton, circa 1840
Rectangular, the cover chased with figures in an
architectural landscape, with vacant oval
cartouche, the sides chased with animals in
landscape, the interior with engraved
presentation inscription and a later engraved
plaque with additional presentation inscription,
marked inside cover
Presented to/ I. Mc. Kay./By a few Ladies &
Gentlemen of HONG KONG/as a mark of their
admiration for his perform-/ance on the BagPipes and Dancing The/ Sword Dance, "Gillie
Callum."/ April 1846.
The later plaque engraved in part: Presented to/
Mr. Peter MacLagan by/Sir Charles Forbes Bart./
OF NE WE./ As a mark of his esteem for the kind
attention/ Paid by him to himself, his officers &
men of the /Lonach Highlanders at the Camp of
Invercauld/ On the occasion of the Braemar
Gathering 1857. Length 4 3/8 inches,
approximately 10 ounces.
C
$1,000-1,500
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118
A Chinese Export Silver-Gilt Snuff Box
Mark of P (maker's full name undocumented),
Canton, c. 1840
Rectangular, the cover chased with riders on
horses in battle, the sides with engine turning,
with oval cartouche engraved with a monogram,
marked on flange. Length 3 1/2 inches,
approximately 5 ounces.
C
$600-900
119
A Chinese Export Silver-Gilt Box
Mark of KW and ideogram, late 19th century
Circular, the cover and sides chased with
dragons and cloud scrolls, the cover with oval
cartouche engraved with a monogram, maked
inside base. Diameter 3 1/2 inches,
approximately 5 ounces.
C
$400-600
120
A Chinese Export Silver Box
Mid 19th century
The shallow circular box with cover and sides
decorated with pagodas, plum blossoms and
birds and figures, against a stippled ground,
apparently unmarked. Diameter 2 3/4 inches,
approximately 3 ounces.
C
$400-600

121
Indian Silver Tea Service with Tray
Cutch, late 19th/ early 20th century, in the style
of Oomersi Mawji
Comprising a teapot, cream jug, covered sugar
bowl and tray, the globular bodies chased overall
with lions, antelope and hare amongst dense
foliate scrolls, the covers with elephant or lion
finials. Length of teapot 10 inches, diameter of
tray 15 1/4 inches, total approximately 115
ounces.
The underside of the teapot inscribed "Ao Exmo
Ex-Governador Adelino da Cruz em testimunho
da mais subida consideracao e profundo
reconhecimento offrece o povo de Damao".
Daman is located just over one hundred miles
north of Bombay and was part of the string of
Portuguese trading forts running along the coast
of India established in the 1510s and 1520s.
Daman remained Portuguese until seized by the
Indian military in 1961. Cutch silver was made in
British India further north along the coast from
Daman and is noted for rich foliate decoration.
There was a great history of silversmithing in the
region and this distinctive style became hugely
popular after it was first exhibited in Europe at
the Great Exhibition in London in 1851. The
London department stores, like Liberty & Co. and
Harrod's soon began to retail works by Cutch
silversmiths to fill the increasing public demand.
It is interesting to note that the renowned scholar
of Indian silver Wynyard Wilkinson notes in his
book, "Indian Silver 1858-1947" that as in the
case of the present tea set, unfortunately very
little of this silver was hallmarked.
A similar three piece tea set by Oomersi Mawji is
illustrated Wynyard Wilkinson "Indian Silver
1858-1947", pg. 97.
C
$3,000-5,000
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A Victorian 18Kt Gold Presentation Snuff Box
of Indian Interest
John Linnit, London, 1838
Rectangular, engraved with scroll work and
flowers against a matte ground, the central
cartouche engraved with a ship and "Ernaad",
the inside cover with presentation inscription:
"Presented TO CAPTAIN J. HILL, as a token of
Esteem & Friendship, BY HIS PASSENGERS
ON BOARD THE ERNAAD, during the voyage
from CALCUTTA TO COSSEIR on Jan.y and
Feb.y 1838"., marked inside base and cover.
Length 3 1/8 inches (8 cm), approximately 87.6
dwt.
Cosseir (modern El Qoseir), in Eastern Egypt is
located on Red Sea coast, about 300 miles
southeast of Suez. The passage to India from
Britain, by circumnavigated Africa, took six
months until a new route via the Red Sea
shortened the voyage to two months. The faster
voyage made possible by a greatly shortened
route and the use of steam propulsion, both for
ocean-going vessels and for the Red Sea, which
had been impractical to navigate by sail due to
the shoals and winds.
The East India company pioneered the new
route, from Bombay to Suez, in 1835. Several
firms endeavored to profit from this middle east
route for passengers and mail to India. For
example, the firm Hill and Raven, later John Hill
& Co., was involved with the Bombay Steam Co.
in setting up hotels for passengers travelling
overland from xxx to xxx. Hill & Co. was sold in
1841 to P & O, the firm that ultimately captured
the route to India. Captain John Hill, to whom
this box is presented, was almost certainly the
principal of Hill & Co. The Ernaad is listed as
built in Bombay in 1813 and served the British
East India Company until 1839.
C
$4,000-6,000
123
A Persian Silver Box
19th/ 20th Century
Rectangular, chased with foliage, birds and a
central cartouche of figures on horseback,
apparently unmarked. Length 5 1/4 inches,
approximately 8 ounces.
C
$200-300
124
An American Silver Table Cigarette Box
Edward Farmer Inc., New York, circa 1930
Of rectangular form, the cover set with a carved
openwork Chinese white jade buckle and
surmounted by a green jade Buddha finial, set
on four carved jade ball feet, marked under
base. Length 4 5/8 inches, weighted.
Provenance:
Ralph M. Chait Galleries
C
$700-1,000

125
Two Japanese Silver Figures
Marked Yoshioka Hozen, 11th year of the Kanei
Era
Comprising a figure of seated Buddha and figure
of standing Buddha on a lotus base. Height of
first 4 1/4 inches, height of second 5 inches,
approximately 6 ounces, weighable.
Provenance of second (standing) figure:
Greenfield Collection
C
$600-900
126
Two Fine Japanese Lacquer Boxes
Edo Period
Comprising a circular box depicting a sleeping
boar beneath a mother-of-pearl-inlay crescent
moon; and a gold lacquer tea box decorated with
a scene of trees and architecture around a
stream. Diameter of widest 3 1/2 inches.
C
$600-800
127
A Fine Japanese Damascene Ware Box
Komai Workshop, Meiji Period
Of rectangular form with a slightly domed cover;
the finely detailed gilt decoration depicts an
elegant structure and gardens. Width 2 1/2
inches.
C
$400-600
128
A Japanese Silver Bowl
Meiji Period
Circular, of double walled construction, chased
with dragons in high relief amongst clouds.
Diameter 8 1/2 inches, approximately 22 ounces.
C
$400-600
129
A Japanese Silver and Mixed Metal Box
Meiji Period
Of rectangular form and raised on bracket feet;
the cover with engraved flowers and an oval
medallion showing a crane among flowering
plants. Length 2 3/4 inches, approximately 2
ounces.
C
$400-600
130
A Japanese Silver Square Form Box and
Cover
Marked Tomonobu, Meiji Period
The square box with bracket feet at corners
decorated to matte-finished top with silver and
mixed gold and shakudo geese. Width 3 1/4
inches.
C
$500-700
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131
A Japanese Silver Figure of Kannon on a
Silver Stand
Meiji-Taisho Period
Realistically modeled with a lotus sceptre,
marked on back of figure, and base. Height 17
inches, approximately 110 ounces.
C
$2,000-3,000
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GLOSSARY
The following examples define some of the terms
used in this catalogue. The reader is reminded
that all of the terms and descriptions used in this
catalogue as to authorship, period, culture, source
or origin for any property are made and used as
qualified statements and opinions only, and are
subject to the Conditions of Sale and the
Terms of Guarantee.
In connection with the attribution of authorship,
as described in paragraph 2 of the Terms of
Guarantee, the following terms are used in this
catalogue, and are defined as follows:
FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS
REGENCY ROSEWOOD SOFA TABLE
First quarter of the 19th century. This heading with
the date included means that the piece is, in our
best judgment, of the period indicated with no
major alterations or restorations.
REGENCY ROSEWOOD SOFA TABLE
This heading without inclusion of a date indicates
that in our best judgment, the piece, while basically
of the period, has been substantially altered or
restored and in some cases it may also indicate
that the piece has been constructed from old parts.
REGENCY STYLE SOFA TABLE
The inclusion of the word “style” in the heading
indicates that, in our opinion, the piece is an
intentional copy or reproduction of an earlier work
or style of works.
PAINTINGS
NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment the work is by the named
artist. This is our highest category of authenticity in
the present catalogue.
ATTRIBUTED TO NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, while the work is of the
period of the named artist, and on the basis of
style can be ascribed to him, we cannot state with
certainty that it is by him.
SCHOOL OF NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the work is of the period of
the named artist, by a pupil or close follower of
the artist, but is not by the artist.
CIRCLE OF NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the work is of the period of
the named artist and closely related to his style.
MANNER OF NICOLAES MAES OR AFTER
NICOLAES MAES OR FOLLOWER OF
NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, although the work is in the
style of or a copy of a work by the named artist,
it is of a later period.

SIGNED NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the signature, monogram,
initials or other similar indicia of authorship is a
recognized signature of the artist and appears in
one of the six areas of the painting designated
as follows:
(u.l.) Upper left
(l.l.) Lower left
(u.r.) Upper right
(l.r.) Lower right
(u.c.) Upper center
(l.c.) Lower center
BEARS SIGNATURE, NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the signature, monogram,
initials or other similar indicia of authorship is not
that of the artist and may have been added at a
later date.
DATED
In our best judgment, the date indicated on the work
is the date the work was executed.
DATED (FOR BRONZES)
In our best judgment, the date indicated when the
original model was executed. Since the exact date
of the casting of a bronze sculpture is often unknown
and illustrations in reference books may not specify
which particular cast is discussed or illustrated,
it should be pointed out that dates of execution
and entries listed under Literature in the individual
catalogue entries do not necessarily refer to the
castings included in the sale.
PRINTS
NAME OF THE ARTIST
Subject to the Conditions of Sale and Terms of
Guarantee set forth in this catalogue, and except
where stated as being “after” or “attributed to”
an artist, each lot is by the artist appearing at the
head of the lot, except in the case of lots containing
works by more than one artist.
TITLE
If there is a generally accepted title for the print,
that title is given in upper case at the beginning of
the lot description. If the work has no title or the
title is unknown to us, a descriptive title is given in
brackets.
REFERENCES
Information from the standard catalogues of the
artists’ works is cited when possible following the title.
MEDIUM
The mediums are described as fully as possible,
although secondary techniques may not be listed.
DATE
The date given is that of the original plate, block,
stone or screen. It is not necessarily the date at
which the impression offered for sale was printed.
EDITION
Information regarding the size of the edition is given
when possible.
SIGNATURE
Only manuscript signatures of the artists are indicated.
Signatures “in the plate” are not mentioned since
they are considered part of the image.

QUALITY AND CONDITION
An attempt has been made to give relevant
information concerning the quality of the impression,
the size of the margins and the condition of the
prints when possible. These descriptions are qualified
statements or opinions only, and are made subject
to the Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee.
The print sleeves are the property of Doyle New York
and are not included in the sale.
MEASUREMENTS
As with any description in this catalogue,
measurements are qualified statements or opinions
and are subject to the Conditions of Sale and
Terms of Guarantee. Doyle New York shall not be
liable for any mistakes in measurements.
Measurements have been made to the best of our
ability, and are given in inches to the nearest
1/4 inch and millimeters, height before width.
Unless otherwise indicated, etchings and engravings
are measured by the dimensions of the plate
marks.Woodcuts, lithographs and silkscreens are
measured by the dimensions of the images.
All pictures are framed unless otherwise noted in this
catalogue.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. BINDING TERMS
The lots listed in this catalogue will be offered by
Doyle New York as owner or as agent for consignor
subject to the following terms and conditions.
Where Doyle is agent, the contract is between
seller and buyer. The following Conditions of Sale
and Terms of Guarantee constitute the entire
agreement with the purchaser relative to the
property listed in this catalogue. By bidding at
auction you agree to be bound by these terms:
2. AS IS
All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and
neither Doyle New York nor its consignor makes any
warranties or representations, express or implied,
with respect to such lots, except for the limited
warranties expressly stated in the Terms of Guarantee
section of this catalogue. Prospective buyers are strongly
advised to examine personally any property in which
they are interested, before the auction takes place, to
determine its condition, size, and whether or not it
has been repaired or restored.
Except as otherwise expressly and specifically provided
in the Terms of Guarantee, neither Doyle New York
nor its consignor makes any express or implied warranty
or representation of any kind or nature with respect
to merchantability, fitness for purpose, correctness of
the catalogue or other description of the physical
condition, size, quality, rarity, importance, medium,
material, genuineness, attribution, provenance, period,
culture, source, origin, exhibitions, literature or historical
significance of any lot sold. The absence of any reference
to the condition of a lot does not imply that the lot is
in perfect condition or completely free from wear and
tear, imperfections or the effects of aging; nor does
a reference to particular defects imply the absence of
others. References in the catalogue entry or the condition
report to damage or restoration are for guidance
only and should be evaluated by personal inspection
by the bidder or a knowledgeable representative.
The Terms of Guarantee are controlling, and no
statement, whether written or oral, and whether
made in this catalogue, an advertisement, a bill of
sale, a salesroom posting or announcement, the
remarks of an auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be
deemed to create any warranty, representation
or assumption of liability. All statements by Doyle
New York in the catalogue entry for the property or
in the condition report, or made orally or in writing
elsewhere, are statements of opinion and are not to
be relied on as statements of fact. Except as stated
in the Terms of Guarantee, neither Doyle New York nor
the seller is responsible in any way for errors or omissions in the catalogue or any supplemental material.
Buyers are responsible for satisfying themselves
concerning the condition of the property and the
matters referred to in the catalogue entry.
Doyle New York and its consignor make no warranty
or representation, express or implied, that the
purchaser will acquire any copyright or reproduction
rights to any lot sold. Doyle New York expressly
reserves the right to reproduce any image of the lots
sold in this catalogue.
The copyright in all images, illustrations and written
material produced by or for Doyle New York relating
to a lot, including the contents of this catalogue, is,
and shall remain at all times, the property of
Doyle New York and shall not be used by the buyer,
nor by anyone else, without our prior written consent.
3. WITHDRAWAL
Doyle New York reserves the right to withdraw
any lot at any time prior to the commencement
of bidding for such lot and shall have no liability
whatsoever for such withdrawal.

4. RESERVES
If the auctioneer decides that any opening bid is
below the value of the lot offered, the auctioneer
may reject that bid and withdraw the lot from sale;
and if, having acknowledged an opening bid, he
decides that any advance thereafter is insufficient,
he may reject that advance.
Unless otherwise indicated, all lots are offered subject to
a reserve, which is the confidential minimum price
below which such lot will not be sold. No reserve
will exceed the low estimate of the lot. Reserves are
agreed upon with the consignor or, in the absence
thereof, in the absolute discretion of Doyle New York.
Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer,
all bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue.
Lots marked C preceding the estimate are consigned
and reserved. Those marked • are reserved property
in which Doyle New York has an interest.
Doyle New York on occasion makes loans or
advances funds to consignors.
The auctioneer may implement the reserve by opening
bidding on any lot by placing a bid on behalf of the
seller. The auctioneer will not specifically identify bids
placed on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer may
further bid on behalf of the seller, up to the amount
of the reserve, by placing successive or consecutive
bids for a lot or by placing bids in response to other
bidders. Unless otherwise noted in the catalogue or
by an announcement at the auction, Doyle New York
acts as agent on behalf of the seller and does not
permit the seller to bid on his or her own property.
5. ESTIMATES
Each lot in the catalogue is given a low and high
estimate representing that range which, in the
opinion of Doyle New York, represents a fair and
probable auction value. When possible, the estimate
is based on previous auction records of comparable
property, condition, rarity, quality and provenances.
The estimates are often determined several months
before a sale and are therefore subject to change
upon further research of the property, or to reflect
market conditions or currency fluctuations.
Estimates are subject to revision. Actual prices realized
for items can fall below or above this range.
An estimate of the selling price should not be relied
on as a statement that this is the price at which the
item will sell or its value for any other purpose.
Estimates do not include the buyer’s premium.
Where “Estimate on Request” appears, please contact
the Specialist Department for further information.
6. BIDDING
Doyle New York reserves the right, at our complete
discretion, to refuse admission to the premises or
participation in any auction and to reject any bid, as
well as the right to refuse to acknowledge any bidder.
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer
will be the purchaser. The auctioneer has the right
at his absolute and sole discretion to advance the
bidding in such a manner as he may decide, to withdraw
or divide any lot, and to combine any two or
more lots. In the event of error or dispute between
bidders, or in the event of doubt on our part as to
the validity of any bid, whether during or after the
sale, the auctioneer has final discretion to determine
the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to
cancel the sale, or to reoffer and resell the lot in
dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, the
Doyle New York sale record shall be conclusive.

7. PURCHASER’S RESPONSIBILITY
Title passes upon the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer to
the highest acknowledged bidder, subject to the conditions
of sale set forth herein. Such bidder there upon assumes
full risk and responsibility there for (including, without
limitation, liability for or damage to frames and glass
covering prints, paintings or other works). Although in
our discretion we will execute orders or absentee bids
or accept telephone bids as a convenience to clients
who are not present at auctions, we are not responsible
for any errors or omissions in connection therewith.
When making a bid, a bidder is accepting personal liability
to pay the purchase price as follows, unless it has been
explicitly agreed in writing with Doyle New York before
the commencement of the sale that the bidder is
acting as agent on behalf of an identified third party
acceptable to Doyle New York, and that Doyle New
York will look only to the principal for payment:
The total purchase price to be paid by purchaser is
the amount of the successful bid price plus a
premium of 26% on the first $600,000 of the hammer
price of each lot, 21% on the portion of the hammer
price from $600,001 through $4,000,000, and 15% on
that portion of the hammer price exceeding
$4,000,000. Payment of each lot shall be made as follows:
A cash deposit of not less than 25% of the purchase price
(unless the whole purchase price is required at the sole
discretion of Doyle New York) will be paid on the day
of the auction. Deposits shall apply to all purchases
made at this sale and not to any one particular lot.
Prior to the sale, the buyer must provide us with his or her
name and permanent address and, if so requested,
details of the bank from which payment will be made.
The balance of the purchase price, if any, will be paid not
later than 5 pm one (1) day following the day of the
auction. Such payment shall be made in U.S. dollars
by certified or cashier check drawn on a U.S. bank unless
other arrangements are made with Doyle New York.
The buyer will not acquire title to the lot until we have
received all amounts due to us from the buyer in good
cleared funds even in circumstances where we have released
the lot to the buyer. Doyle New York reserves the
right to hold merchandise purchased by personal
check until the check has cleared the bank.
The purchaser agrees to pay Doyle New York a handling
charge of $35 for any check dishonored by the drawee.
At some auctions there may be a video or digital screen.
Errors may occur in its operation and in the quality
of the image, and Doyle New York does not accept
liability for such errors.
Any objects offered at this auction which contain materials
from a species that is endangered or protected, including,
but not limited to, ivory, coral and tortoiseshell,
may require a license or certificate prior to exportation
from the United States or an individual state and
additional certificates or licenses for importation
into another state or country. Some materials may
not be exported, imported into other states or countries
or resold. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to be
aware of applicable laws and regulations and to
obtain any required export or import licenses or
certificates and any other required documentation.
Further, the purchaser shall be responsible for on-time
payment of the full purchase price of the lot, even if
the obtaining of any such license is denied or delayed.
Doyle assumes no liability for failing to identify
materials from endangered or protected species or
for incorrectly identifying such materials.

CONDITIONS OF SALE CONTINUED
8. REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO DOYLE NEW YORK
In addition to the other remedies available to us by
law, we reserve the right to impose a late charge
of 1 1/2% per month of the total purchase price if
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions
set forth herein. All property must be removed from
our premises by the purchaser at their expense not
later than (2) business days following its sale and,
if it is not removed, Doyle New York reserves the right
to charge a minimum storage fee of $5 per lot per day
or to deliver the property to a public warehouse for
storage at the purchaser’s expense, to be released
only after payment in full of all removal, storage,
handling, insurance and any other costs incurred,
together with payment of all other amounts due to us.
Doyle New York shall have no liability for any
damage to property left on its premises for more
than (2) days following the sale.
If any applicable conditions herein are not complied
with by the purchaser, in addition to other remedies
available to us and the consignor by law, including
without limitation the right to hold the purchaser
liable for the total purchase price, including all fees,
charges and expenses more fully set forth herein,
we shall be entitled in our absolute discretion
to exercise one or more of the following rights
or remedies:
a) To charge interest at such rate as we shall
reasonably select;
b) To hold the defaulting buyer liable for the total
amount due and to commence legal proceedings for
its recovery together with interest, legal fees and costs
to the fullest extent permitted under applicable law;
c) Cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots sold
to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other
auction, retaining as liquidated damages
all payments made by the purchaser;
d) Resell the property whether at private sale or
public auction without reserve, and the purchaser
will be liable for any deficiency, cost, including
handling charges, the expenses of both sales, our
commission on both sales at our regular rate, all
other charges due hereunder and incidental damages;
e) To set off the outstanding amount remaining
unpaid by the buyer against any amounts which we
may owe the buyer in any other transactions;

f) Where several amounts are owed by the buyer
to us, in respect of different transactions, to apply
any amount paid to discharge any amount owed in
respect of any particular transaction, whether or
not the buyer so directs;
g) To reject at any future auction any bids made by or
on behalf of the buyer or to require a deposit
from the buyer before accepting any bids;
h) To take such other actions as we deem necessary
or appropriate; or
i) To effect any combination thereof.
In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be deemed
to have granted and assigned to us a continuing
security interest of first priority in, and we may retain
as collateral security for such purchaser’s obligations
to us, any property or money of or owing to such
purchaser in our possession. We shall have all of the
rights accorded a secured party under the New
York Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such
property and we may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by us for the
account of, or due from us, to such purchaser. At our
option, payment will not be deemed to have
been made in full until we have collected funds
represented by checks, or in the case of bank or
cashier’s checks, we have confirmed their authenticity.
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of
the total purchaser price for any lot and Doyle
New York nonetheless elects to pay the consignor
any portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser
acknowledges that Doyle New York shall have all
of the rights of the consignor to pursue the purchaser
for any amounts paid to the consignor, whether at
law, in equity, or under these Conditions of Sale.
9. LIMITED LIABILITY
If for any cause a purchased lot cannot be delivered
in as good condition as at the time of sale, or should
any purchased lot be stolen or mis-delivered or lost
prior to delivery, Doyle New York shall not be
liable for any amount in excess of that paid by the
purchaser. We are not responsible for the acts or
omissions of carriers or packers of purchased lots,
whether or not recommended by us. Packing and
handling of purchased lots by us is at the entire risk
of the purchaser and Doyle New York will have no
liability for any loss or damage to such items.

10. DOYLE NEW YORK EMPLOYEES
Employees of Doyle New York are not prohibited
from bidding on property. In the course of their
employment it is possible that they may have
access to information not available to the public.
11. WAIVER OF CONDITIONS
Any and all of these conditions may be waived or
modified in the sole discretion of Doyle New York.
The Conditions of Sale, Terms of Guarantee, the
glossary, if any, and all other contents of this
catalogue are subject to amendment by us by oral
announcements made during the sale.
Salesroom notices amend the catalogue description
of a lot after our catalogue has gone to press.
They are posted in the viewing galleries and
salesroom or are announced by the auctioneer.
Please take note of them.
12. All measurements and weight are approximate.
Doyle New York is not responsible for damage of
glass covering paintings, drawings, other works or
frames and lamp shades regardless of cause.
13. If any part of these Conditions of Sale is found
by any court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
the balance of the conditions shall continue to be
valid to the fullest extent permitted by law.
14. The rights and obligations of the parties with
respect to these Conditions of Sale and Terms
of Guarantee, as well as the purchaser’s and our
respective rights and obligations hereunder, the
conduct of the auction and any matters connected
with any of the foregoing, shall be governed and
interpreted by the laws of the State of New York.
By bidding at auction, whether present in person
or by agent, by written bid, telephone or other
means, the buyer shall be deemed to have submitted,
for the benefit of Doyle New York, to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the federal or state courts located in
the state and county of New York and waives any
objection to the jurisdiction and venue of any such
court.

INFORMATION ON SALES AND USE TAX RELATED TO PURCHASES AT AUCTION
To better assist our clients, we have prepared the
following information on Sales and Use Tax related to
property purchased at auction.
WHY DOYLE NEW YORK COLLECTS SALES TAX
Virtually all State Sales Tax Laws require a
corporation to register with the State’s Tax
Authorities and collect and remit sales tax if the
corporation maintains a presence within the state,
such as offices. In the states that impose sales tax,
Tax Laws require an auction house, with a presence
in the state, to register as a sales tax collector, and
remit sales taxcollected to the state. New York sales
tax is charged on the hammer price, buyer’s premium
and any other applicable charges on any property
picked up or delivered in New York, regardless of

the state or country in which the purchaser resides or
does business.

sales tax in effect in the state where the property is
delivered.

WHERE DOYLE NEW YORKCOLLECTS SALES TAX

WHERE DOYLE NEW YORK IS NOT
REQUIRED TO COLLECT SALES TAX

Doyle New York is currently registered to collect
sales tax in the following states: New York and the
District of Columbia.
For any property collected or received by the
purchaser in New York City, such property is
subject to sales tax at the existing New York State and
City rate of 8.875%.
If the property is delivered into any of the states in
which Doyle New York is registered, Doyle New York
is required by law to collect and remit the appropriate

Doyle New York is not required to collect sales tax
on property delivered to states other than those
listed above. If the property is delivered to a state
where Doyle New York is not required to collect
sales tax, it is the responsibility of the purchaser
to self-assess any sales or use tax and remit it to
taxing authorities in that state.
Doyle New York is not required to collect sales tax
for property delivered to the purchaser outside of the
United States.

INFORMATION ON SALES AND USE TAX RELATED TO PURCHASES AT AUCTION
(CONTINUED)
Property collected from Doyle New York premises
by common carriers on behalf of the purchaser for
delivery to the purchaser at his address outside
of New York is not subject to New York Sales Tax. If
it is delivered by the common carrier to any of the
states where Doyle New York is required to collect sales tax, applicable tax will be added to the
purchase price.

WHERE DOYLE NEW YORK IS NOT
REQUIRED TO COLLECT SALES TAX
Doyle New York is not required to collect sales
tax on property delivered to states other than
those listed above. If the property is delivered to
a state where Doyle New York is not required to
collect sales tax, it is the responsibility of the
purchaser to self-assess any sales or use tax and
remit it to taxing authorities in that state.
Doyle New York is not required to collect
sales tax for property delivered to the purchaser
outside of the United States.

RESTORATION AND OTHER SERVICES
Regardless of where the property is subsequently
transported, if any framing or restoration services
are performed in New York, it is considered to
be a delivery of the property to the purchaser in
New York, and Doyle New York will be required to
collect the 8.875% New York sales tax.

LOCAL TAX ADVISORS
As sales tax laws vary from state to state,
Doyle New York recommends that clients with
questions regarding the application of sales or
use taxes to property purchased at auction
seek tax advice form their local tax advisors.

CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS
Most states that impose sales taxes allow for
specified exemptions to the tax. For example,
a registered re-seller such as a registered art

dealer may purchase without incurring a tax
liability, and Doyle New York is not required
to collect sales tax from such re-seller. The art
dealer, when re-selling the property, may be
required to charge sales tax to its client, or
the client may be required to self-assess sales or
use tax upon acquiring the property.
If a not-for-profit or charitable organization is selling
property through Doyle New York, it may be sold
as a tax exempted purchase. The not-for-profit
seller must be registered with the New York
Department of Taxation and Finance as an exempt
organization and the property must be picked up
or delivered in New York. However, a compensating
use tax is due from the buyer if any such lot is shipped
to any of the states where Doyle New York maintains
offices. It is the buyer’s responsibility to ascertain
and pay all taxes due. Buyers claiming exemption
from sales tax must have the appropriate
documentation on file with Doyle New York prior
to the release of the property.

TERMS OF GUARANTEE
Doyle New York warrants the authenticity of
authorship of each lot contained in this catalogue
solely and expressly subject to the terms and
conditions set forth below.
1. DEFINITION OF AUTHORSHIP
“Authorship” is defined as the artist, artisan, workshop,
designer, school, period, culture, or source of origin,
as applicable and indicated in the description of
the lot. The warranted information appears in bold
print immediately following the individual lot number;
no other language in the catalogue is warranted,
including any supplemental material which appears
below the bold print headings. Doyle New York
is not responsible for any errors or omissions in
any material, which appears below the bold print
headings. The description of authorship in this
catalogue may be amended by a supplement to the
catalogue, or by notices or announcements at the
time and place of the auction sale.
This catalogue may contain one or more glossaries
explaining the terminology used in the catalogue.
All terminology used in this catalogue, including
the contents of the glossaries, are merely qualified
statements or opinions and are not intended or
made as warranted statements or representations
under these Terms of Guarantee. Doyle New York
makes no warranties whatsoever, express or implied,
with respect to any material in the catalogue,
except as set forth in bold print headings following
individual lot numbers in this catalogue and subject
to the exclusions set forth below.
2. COVERAGE UNDER THE GUARANTEE
Subject to the exclusions set forth below in
paragraphs 5 and 6, Doyle New York warrants the
authorship (as that term is defined above) of each
lot in this catalogue for a period of five years from
the date of the sale of the lot.
The guarantee is made only to the original purchaser
of record at the auction, and only the registered
bidder for the lot at the auction will be considered
as the original purchaser. The buyer must give
written notice of claim within five years from the
date of the auction. Doyle New York may require,

at its option, to have the purchaser obtain at the
purchaser’s expense the opinion of two recognized
experts (approved by Doyle New York) in the field
relating to the item in question, before Doyle New
York determines whether to rescind a sale under the
above warranty. Upon request, Doyle New York
will provide the purchaser with the names of
acceptable experts.
3. NON-ASSIGNABILITY
The benefits of this warranty are not assignable and
shall be applicable only to the original purchaser
of record (i.e., the registered bidder) and not to any
subsequent owners (including, without limitation,
donees, heirs, successors, beneficiaries or assigns)
who have, or may acquire, an interest in any
purchased property. The original buyer must have
remained the owner of the lot without disposing
of any interest in it to any third party.
4. SOLE REMEDY
The purchaser agrees that in the case of a breach of
warranty under these Terms of Guarantee, he shall
have no remedy other than rescission of the sale and
the refund of the original purchase price paid.
The original purchase price paid is defined as the
amount of the successful bid price, plus the buyer’s
premium. No rescission and refund will be made
unless the item is returned to Doyle New York at
175 East 87th Street, New York, NY 10128, in the
same condition as at the time of sale. The remedy
of rescission and refund is exclusive and the
purchaser waives any other remedy which may be
otherwise available in law or equity. Doyle New
York shall not be liable for any special, consequential
or incidental damages incurred or claimed including,
without limitation, loss of profits or for interest.
5. EXCLUSIONS
This warranty does not apply to:
i. authorship of any paintings, drawings or sculpture
created prior to 1870, unless the lot is determined
to be a counterfeit which has a value at the date of
the claim for rescission which is materially less
than the purchase price paid for the lot; or

ii. any catalogue description where it was specifically
mentioned that there is a conflict of specialist
opinion on the authorship of a lot; or
iii. authorship which on the date of sale was in
accordance with the then generally accepted opinion
of scholars and specialists, despite the subsequent
discovery of new information, whether historical or
physical, concerning the artist or craftsman, his
students, school, workshop or followers; or
iv. the identification of periods or dates of execution
which may be proven inaccurate by means of
scientific processes not generally accepted for use
until after publication of the catalogue, or which
were unreasonably expensive or impractical to use
at the time of publication of the catalogue.
The term counterfeit is defined as a modern fake or
forgery, made less than fifty years ago, and made with
the intent to deceive. The authenticity of signatures,
monograms, initials or other similar indications of
authorship is expressly excluded as a controlling
factor in determining whether a work is a counterfeit
under the meaning of this Terms of Warranty.
6. LIMITED WARRANTY
As stated in paragraph 2 of the Conditions of Sale,
neither Doyle New York nor its consignor makes any
express or implied representations or warranties
whatsoever concerning any property in the catalogue,
including without limitation, any warranty of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose,
except as specifically and expressly provided in
these Terms of Guarantee.
LOCAL TAX ADVISORS
As sales tax laws vary from state to state, Doyle
New York recommends that clients with questions
regarding the application of sales or use taxes to
property purchased at auction seek tax advice
form their local tax advisors.

BUYING AT DOYLE
Since 1963, Doyle New York has built a worldwide
reputation for expertise, integrity and service. In our
New York salesrooms, we hold approximately forty
auctions annually featuring fine art, jewelry, furniture,
decorative arts, books, prints, couture and a variety
of other categories. Our global audience of buyers
and sellers know the quality of our sales and
appreciate our standard of service. If you are new
to the auction process, please take a moment to
review the following information.
The following will help in understanding the auction
buying process. All bidders should read the
Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee in
this catalogue, as well as the Glossary or any other
notices. By bidding at auction, bidders are bound
by the Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee,
as amended by oral announcements or posted
notices, which together form the sale contract
between the successful bidder (purchaser),
Doyle New York and the seller (consignor) of the lot.
BEFORE YOU BID
Doyle New York produces both printed and Internet
auction catalogues that contain descriptions of
the property being offered and the presale
estimates and are available prior to the sale date.
Our free Internet catalogues, available at Doyle.com,
also provide illustrations, direct communication
with our specialists, and the ability to leave online
absentee bids and track lots. The catalogues will
help familiarize you with property being offered at
the designated auction.
In addition, Doyle.com offers a free Internet
Personal Shopper that allows collectors to enter
keywords of objects they are seeking. As each
Internet auction catalogue is posted online, the
collector is notified by email of any matches.
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a
registration form and provide identification before
bidding. We may require the production of bank or
other financial references.
PROVENANCE
In certain circumstances, Doyle New York may
print in the catalogue the history of ownership
of a work of art if such information contributes
to scholarship or is otherwise well known and
assists in distinguishing the work of art. However, the
identity of the seller or previous owners may not be
disclosed for a variety of reasons. For example,
such information may be excluded to accommodate
a seller’s request for confidentiality or because the
identity of prior owners is unknown given the age of
the work of art.
SPECIALIST’S ADVICE
Prospective bidders may be interested in
specific information not included in the catalogue
description of a lot. For additional information
please contact either a Doyle New York specialist or
Doyle New York’s Client Services Department. You
may also request a condition report from the specialist in charge.

BIDDING AT AUCTION
Auctions are open to the public without any admission
fee or obligation to bid. Pre-auction viewings are
open to the public free of charge. Doyle New York’s
specialists are available to give advice and condition
reports at viewings or by appointment. The auctioneer
introduces the objects for sale - known as “lots” in numerical order as listed in the catalogue.
The auctioneer accepts bids from those present in
the salesroom, from telephone bidders, from Internet
bidders or by absentee written bids left with Doyle
New York in advance of the auction.
LIVE BIDDING
The most exciting way to participate at auction is the
traditional method of bidding live in the salesroom
with an auction paddle. Buyers who would like to bid
may register for a paddle on the day of the sale upon
entering the salesroom at least 30 minutes before
the sale. The paddle is numbered so as to identify you
to the auctioneer. To register, you will need a form
of identification such as a driver’s license or credit
card. If you are a first-time bidder, you will also be
asked for your address, phone number and signature
and a bank reference in order to create your account.
To avoid any delay in the release of purchases,
please pre-arrange check or credit approval through
Doyle New York’s Credit Department at 212-427-4141
ext. 205. If you are bidding for someone else, you will
need to provide a letter from that person authorizing
you to bid on that person’s behalf. Issuance of a bid
paddle is in Doyle New York’s sole discretion.
Once the first bid has been placed, the auctioneer
asks for higher bids, in increments determined by
the auctioneer. To place your bid, simply raise your
paddle until the auctioneer acknowledges you.
As a courtesy to bidders, a currency board may be
operated. It displays the lot number and current bid
in both U.S. dollars and foreign currency. Exchange
rates are approximations based on recent exchange
rate information and should not be relied upon as
a precise invoice amount. Doyle New York assumes
no responsibility for any error or omission in foreign
or United States currency amounts shown.
TELEPHONE BIDDING
Clients unable to attend the sale may still participate
live by bidding on the telephone with a trained staff
member on the auction floor. The Telephone Bid Forms
are available on our Web site, in our printed catalogue,
and through our Client Services Department. Please
contact the Bid Department prior to the sale to make
arrangements or to answer any questions you may
have. Telephone bids are accepted only at Doyle
New York’s discretion and at the caller’s risk. Calls
may also be recorded at Doyle New York’s discretion.
By bidding on the telephone, prospective buyers
consent thereto. Telephone bids cannot be accepted
for lot estimated below $1,000. Arrangements must
be confirmed with the Bid Department at least
24 hours prior to the auction at 212-427-4141 ext. 242.
Arrangements to bid in languages other than
English must be made well in advance of the sale
date. Doyle New York offers all absentee and
telephone bidding services as a convenience to
our clients but will not be responsible for errors or
failures to execute bids.

ABSENTEE BIDDING
For buyers unable to participate live in the salesroom
or on the telephone, Doyle offers the option of Absentee Bids. Absentee Bids work exactly as if
the bidder were in the salesroom bidding up to a
predetermined price limit, except that the price
limit is given confidentially to Doyle ahead of time.
Absentee Bid Forms are available on our Web site,
in our printed catalogues, and through our Client
Services Department. Return the completed Absentee
Bid Form to Doyle New York either by mail or by
fax. When the lot that you are interested in comes
up for sale, a Doyle New York representative will
execute the bid on your behalf, making every effort
to purchase the item for as little as possible and
never exceeding your limit. The auctioneer may
execute absentee bids directly from the rostrum,
identifying these as “absentee bids,” “book bids,”
or “order bids.” This service is free and confidential.
For detailed instructions and information, please see
the Doyle New York Absentee Bid Form at the
back of this catalogue or on our Web site. In the
event that identical bids are submitted, the earliest will
take precedence.
INTERNET ABSENTEE BIDS
Buyers may also conveniently leave bids on our
Web site through our Internet catalogues. These bids
are executed at the auction in the same fashion as
an Absentee Bid.
LIVE ONLINE BIDDING
BidLive! with a click of your mouse. Bidders from
around the world now can experience the excitement
of bidding live at Doyle on their computers.
MAC USERS: Please use Firefox browser (download).
BidLive!, powered by Invaluable, does not support
iPhone or iPad at this time.
Doyle New York does not guarantee that live Internet
bidding will be uninterrupted or without error, or that
Internet bids will be received.

BUYING AT DOYLE CONTINUED
SUCCESSFUL BIDS
Successful absentee bidders will be notified after
the sale. Absentee bidders will receive a list of sale
results if they enclose a stamped self-addressed
envelope with their Absentee Bid Form. Printed lists
of auction prices are available immediately after
the sale on our Web site and at our galleries. While
invoices are sent out by mail after the auction, we
do not accept responsibility for notifying you of the
result of your bids. Buyers are requested to contact
us by telephone or in person as soon as possible
after the sale to obtain details of the outcome
of their bids to avoid incurring unnecessary
storage charges.
AFTER THE AUCTION
If your bid is successful, you can go directly to
Purchaser Accounting to make payment
arrangements. Otherwise, your invoice will be mailed
to you. The final price is determined by adding the
buyer’s premium to the hammer price on a per-lot
basis. Sales tax, where applicable, will be charged
on the entire amount. Payment is due in full
immediately after the sale. However, under certain
circumstances, and generally with the seller’s
agreement, Doyle New York may offer buyers it
deems creditworthy the option of an extended
payment plan. Credit terms should be arranged prior
to the sale. Please contact the Credit Department for
information on credit
arrangements for a particular lot.
METHODS OF PAYMENT
Accepted forms of payment include bank wire
transfers, cash (in US currency up to $5,000),
traveler’s check (in US currency up to $5,000), money
orders (in US currency up to $5,000), or personal
check made payable in US dollars drawn on a US
bank, unless other arrangements are made with
Purchaser Accounts. It is Doyle New York’s policy
to request any new clients or purchasers preferring
to make a cash payment to provide: verification of
identity (by providing some form of government
issued identification containing a photograph,
such as a passport, identity card, or driver’s license),
confirmation of permanent address and
identification of the source of the funds. Invoices
greater than $5,000 require payment by certified
check, bank check or wire transfer. Credit cards are
not accepted for payment of auction purchases.

To pay for a purchase by check, please see our
cashier and fill out a Check Acceptance Account
form. Until approved, you will not be permitted
to remove purchases before the check has cleared.
To avoid delivery delays, prospective buyers are encouraged to supply bank or other suitable references
before the auction. Check acceptance privileges are
reviewed from time to time by Doyle New York and
may be granted or withdrawn at our sole discretion.
Checks should be made payable to Doyle New York.
Note that checks drawn on foreign banks may be accepted with the approval of the Credit Department,
may not be accepted for values under $500, and
that there is a $100 minimum collection charge on
checks drawn on foreign banks located outside the
U.S. Certified checks, banker’s drafts and cashier’s
checks are accepted at Doyle New York’s discretion
provided they are issued by a reputable financial
institution governed by anti-money laundering laws.
Instruments not meeting these requirements will
be treatedas “cash equivalents” and subject to the
constraints noted above.
Please direct inquiries regarding wire transfer
or ACH credit to Steven L. Kuzio, 212.427.4141
ext. 202, steven.kuzio@doyle.com
BUYER’S PREMIUM
The invoice will include the successful hammer price
of the item and the buyer’s premium.
Doyle New York charges a premium to the buyer on
the final bid price of each lot sold at the following
rates: 26% on the first $600,000 of the hammer
price of each lot, 21% on the portion of the hammer
price from $600,001 through $4,000,000, and 15%
on that portion of the hammer price exceeding
$4,000,000. Applicable sales tax will also be added
to the final total. New York Sales tax is charged on
the hammer price, buyer’s premium and any other
applicable charges on any property picked up or
delivered in New York State, regardless of the state
or country in which the purchaser resides or does
business. Please refer to “Information on Sales and
Use Tax Related to Purchases at Auction” in the back
of the catalogue. All sales are final and subject to the
Conditions of Sale.
PICK-UPS
Once your payment has been cleared, property
may be released. Unless otherwise agreed by Doyle
New York, auction purchases should be paid for
and picked up at Doyle New York within 48 hours
of the auction. Items left beyond the 48 hours may
be subject to a storage fee (see below). Please note
that the hours for removal of property are Monday
through Friday from 8:15am until 4:45pm, except on
auction days during which only purchases made that
day may be picked up. As a courtesy to purchasers
who come to Doyle New York to pick up property,
Doyle New York will assist in the packing of lots,
although Doyle New York may, in the case of fragile
articles, choose not to pack or otherwise handle a
purchase. Doyle New York will not be responsible or
liable for damage to glass covering paintings, drawings or other works, or damage to frames, regardless
of cause.
STORAGE FEES
Pursuant to section 8 of our Conditions of Sale,
we request that successful buyers collect their
property within two business days following the sale.
Should the property (except jewelry, coins, stamps
or as announced by the auctioneer) remain on our
premises for more than 31 days following a sale it
will be transferred to an independent warehouse on
the buyer’s behalf

at the purchaser’s risk and subject to storage charges
at the purchaser’s expense. As transferred property
will no longer be in Doyle New York’s custody or
care, Doyle New York will not be able to assist you
with pick-up or shipping arrangements. To avoid
storage charges, please arrange for the removal of
your purchases as soon as possible.
Please Note: Transfer to a Storage facility of
uncollected purchases past the 31-day grace period
will constitute delivery of the property to the buyer
in New York State. As a result, buyer will be liable to
pay New York State Sales Tax if not tax-exempt.
The charges are payable to an outside Storage
Company and therefore cannot be waived by Doyle
New York. We encourage all buyers to
collect purchased property within two business days
following the sale.
In order to collect property from Yorkville Van and
Storage, buyers must present a copy of a paid
invoice bearing a Yorkville warehouse release stamp.
This warehouse release stamp can only be obtained
from the cashier at Doyle New York’s main reception
desk located at 175 East 87th St in Manhattan.
SHIPPING
Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer.
Upon request, our Client Services Department will
provide a list of shippers who deliver to destinations
within the United States and overseas. Kindly disregard
the sales tax if an I.C.C. licensed shipper will ship
your purchases anywhere outside the state of New
York or the District of Columbia.
ENDANGERED SPECIES
Certain property sold at auction, for example,
items made of or incorporating plant or animal
materials such as coral, crocodile, ivory, whalebone,
tortoise shell, mother-of-pearl, etc., irrespective of
age or value, may require a license or certificate
prior to exportation and additional licenses or
certificates upon importation to another country.
Doyle New York suggests that buyers check on
their government wildlife import requirements
prior to placing a bid. Although licenses can be
obtained to export some types of endangered
species, other types may not be exported at all, and
other types may not be resold in the United States.

SELLING AT DOYLE
At Doyle New York, we commit our expertise,
experience, market knowledge and global
outreach to every sale. The numerous auction
records set in our salesrooms are testimony to the
advantages of selling property at Doyle. To make the
auction process as easy and convenient as possible,
our team of dedicated professionals will guide you
through the entire appraisal and auction procedure.
As part of our commitment to providing comprehensive
auction services to collectors, institutions and estates,
Doyle New York offers several options to those seeking
to sell their property: consignment of the objects
to auction at Doyle, outright sale of the objects to
Doyle, a combination of both, or referrals to
other organizations.
OBTAINING AN APPRAISAL
The first step in selling property at auction is to
obtain a free informal appraisal of the item. The
appraisal includes an estimated value, which is the
specialist’s best judgement as to what the object
will sell for at auction. The figure is based upon the
specialist’s expertise and knowledge of what similar
items are fetching in the current auction market.
There are various ways to obtain appraisals.
Information and appointments to view property
in your home or in the gallery can be arranged
through our Scheduling Department, an appropriate
Specialist Department, or a Doyle New York
Regional Representative. Once your property has
been evaluated, Doyle New York representatives can
then help you determine how to proceed with
the auction process. They will provide information
regarding sellers’ commission rates and other
charges, auction timetable, shipping and any other
further services you may require.
SUBMITTING PHOTOGRAPHS
We welcome photographs of property to evaluate
for possible auction if the property is not portable,
or if you are not able to visit our galleries. If you
have a large collection, a representative selection
of photographs is acceptable. Please bring in the
photographs or email photos of your objects to
the Scheduling Department. You may also mail
photographs to the Scheduling Department, or
call them at 212-427-4141, ext. 260, to discuss
your property and perhaps arrange an appointment
with a specialist. Please be sure to include the
dimensions, artist’s signature or maker’s mark,
medium, physical condition, and any other relevant
information. Our specialists will provide a free
preliminary auction estimate subject to a final
estimate upon first hand inspection.

REGIONAL APPRAISAL DAYS
Doyle New York’s Regional Representatives host
free appraisal days on a regular basis throughout
Connecticut, the metropolitan Washington, DC
area, as well as in other areas throughout the
United States. These popular events provide ease
and convenience for collectors outside of New York
who wish to sell their property at Doyle. At these
events, we accept property for upcoming auctions
in our New York salesrooms through both
consignment and outright purchase.
SELLING YOUR PROPERTY
CONSIGNING TO AUCTION
In consigning property to auction, the seller retains
ownership until the successful sale of the item at
auction. When property is consigned to Doyle for
auction, we devote the expertise of our specialists
and professional staff to achieving outstanding
prices at auction.
THE CONSIGNMENT CONTRACT
When you consign property to Doyle New York
you will receive two copies of our Consignment
Agreement, the legal document delineating the
terms of sale. One copy should be initialed, signed
and returned; the other kept for your records.
Once the property is received in our gallery, you will
be sent a Contract Schedule listing the property, the
planned sale dates, the estimated price ranges,
and the reserves will be listed, along with the
agreed upon seller’s commission and other
related fees.
RESERVE PRICE
Before an item is offered at auction, the consignor
and Doyle New York may agree on a reserve price,
a confidential minimum selling price. Unless a
specific reserve is arranged, a discretionary reserve
is fixed at fifty percent of the low estimate. If the
consignor designates a reserve on a lot, and it
remains unsold, there will be a buy-in fee charged
on the reserve price.
OUTRIGHT SALE TO DOYLE
Outright purchase of property by Doyle allows the
seller the advantage and convenience of immediate
payment. Many sellers prefer this method of sale
rather than consigning their property to auction
and awaiting payment after the successful sale of
the items. For further information please contact our
Scheduling Department.
AFTER THE AUCTION
RESULTS OF SALE
You may track realized prices of your consigned
property in real time and view all sales results
online at Doyle.com. A preliminary settlement
statement itemizing the hammer prices, commissions
and fees is mailed to the consignor after the
auction. You may also call us at 212-427-2730 for
prices realized.

PAYMENT TO CONSIGNORS
Payment to consignors is mailed five weeks after
the date of the sale, together with a final settlement
statement. The amount of payment is the hammer
price of each lot successfully sold, less the
commission and any other fees.
ESTATE AND
APPRAISAL SERVICES
For forty years, Doyle New York’s Appraisal and
Auction Services Department has worked with
museums, corporate collections, banks and law
firms, trust and estate professionals, heirs, and
private clients across the nation providing our
comprehensive appraisal and auction services.
Our thorough, well-researched fair market appraisals
have earned Doyle a solid reputation for
professionalism, integrity and service throughout the
United States.
Doyle New York offers a full range of expert
appraisal services, specializing in providing timely
formal appraisals for estate tax and probate
purposes. Our expert team of specialists and our
professional staff bring years of experience to each
appraisal. Full color digital photographs may be
included in the appraisal in order to make each
object easily identifiable. Depending on the
location, we are happy to provide, at no charge,
a preliminary walk-through examination to
determine approximate costs and special needs.
Appraisal fees are based on the scope of the
property with travel expenses additional.
Doyle New York will prepare a customized proposal
tailored to the specific property under consideration
for auction, including a commission and fee
structure developed to maximize returns to consignors.
We may also make an outright purchase offer on
individual items or entire estates. As part of our
focus on comprehensive estate liquidation,
we offer our unique “Broomclean Service” – our own
trucks and crew will transport the fine property to
Doyle, remove remaining items, and leave the
premises “broomclean.”
INFORMATION
For more information please call 212-427-4141,
ext 260, or email info@Doyle.com. For estate and
appraisal services, please contact our Appraisal and
Auction Services Department at 212-427-4141,
ext. 227.

